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All Noun 8s- M 

MACADAMS AAACDMMS MACADAM, type of pavement (paved surface) [n] 

MACAQUES AACEMQSU MACAQUE, short-tailed monkey [n] 

MACARONI AACIMNOR tubular pasta [n -ES, -S] 

MACARONS AACMNORS MACARON, type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n]  

MACAROON AACMNOOR type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n -S] 

MACCABAW AAABCCMW maccaboy (type of snuff) [n -S] 

MACCABOY AABCCMOY type of snuff [n -S] 

MACCOBOY ABCCMOOY maccaboy (type of snuff) [n -S] 

MACHACAS AAACCHMS MACHACA, Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n] 

MACHETES ACEEHMST MACHETE, large, heavy knife [n] 

MACHISMO ACHIMMOS strong masculinity [n -S] 

MACHOISM ACHIMMOS machismo (strong masculinity) [n -S] 

MACHREES ACEEHMRS MACHREE, dear (loved one) [n] 

MACHZORS ACHMORSZ MACHZOR, mahzor (Jewish prayer book) [n] 

MACKEREL ACEEKLMR marine food fish [n -S] 

MACKINAW AACIKMNW woolen fabric [n -S] 

MACRAMES AACEMMRS MACRAME, trimming of knotted thread or cord [n] 

MACROPOD ACDMOOPR plant-eating marsupial mammal [n -S] 

MACRURAN AACMNRRU any of suborder of crustaceans [n -S] 

MACUMBAS AABCMMSU MACUMBA, religion practiced in Brazil [n] 

MADEIRAS AADEIMRS MADEIRA, white wine [n] 

MADHOUSE ADEHMOSU insane asylum [n -S] 

MADONNAS AADMNNOS MADONNA, former Italian title of respect for woman [n] 

MADRASAH AAADHMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MADRASAS AAADMRSS MADRASA, madrassa (Muslim school) [n] 

MADRASES AADEMRSS MADRAS, cotton fabric [n] 

MADRASSA AAADMRSS Muslim school [n -S] 

MADRIGAL AADGILMR short lyric poem [n -S] 

MADRONAS AADMNORS MADRONA, evergreen tree [n] 

MADRONES ADEMNORS MADRONE, madrona (evergreen tree) [n] 

MADRONOS ADMNOORS MADRONO, madrona (evergreen tree) [n] 

MADWOMAN AADMMNOW woman who is insane [n -MEN] 

MADWOMEN ADEMMNOW MADWOMAN, woman who is insane [n] 

MADWORTS ADMORSTW MADWORT, flowering plant [n] 

MADZOONS ADMNOOSZ MADZOON, matzoon (food made from milk) [n] 

MAENADES AADEEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

MAESTOSO AEMOOSST stately musical passage [n -S] 

MAESTROS AEMORSST MAESTRO, master of art [n] 

MAFIOSOS AFIMOOSS MAFIOSO, member of mafia [n] 

MAGALOGS AAGGLMOS MAGALOG, sales catalog resembling magazine [n] 

MAGAZINE AAEGIMNZ type of periodical publication [n -S] 

MAGDALEN AADEGLMN reformed prostitute [n -S] 

MAGENTAS AAEGMNST MAGENTA, purplish red dye [n] 

MAGICIAN AACGIIMN one skilled in magic [n -S] 

MAGISTER AEGIMRST master or teacher [n -S] 

MAGNATES AAEGMNST MAGNATE, powerful or influential person [n] 
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MAGNESIA AAEGIMNS medicinal compound [n -S] 

MAGNETIC ACEGIMNT magnet (body that possesses property of attracting iron) [n -S] 

MAGNETON AEGMNNOT unit of magnetic moment [n -S] 

MAGNETOS AEGMNOST MAGNETO, type of electric generator [n] 

MAGNOLIA AAGILMNO flowering shrub or tree [n -S] 

MAGNOXES AEGMNOSX MAGNOX, magnesium-based alloy [n] 

MAHARAJA AAAAHJMR king or prince in India [n -S] 

MAHARANI AAAHIMNR wife of maharaja [n -S] 

MAHATMAS AAAHMMST MAHATMA, Hindu sage [n] 

MAHIMAHI AAHHIIMM food fish in Hawaii [n -S] 

MAHJONGG AGGHJMNO mahjong (game of Chinese origin) [n -S] 

MAHJONGS AGHJMNOS MAHJONG, game of Chinese origin [n] 

MAHOGANY AAGHMNOY tropical tree [n -NIES] 

MAHONIAS AAHIMNOS MAHONIA, flowering shrub [n] 

MAHUANGS AAGHMNSU MAHUANG, Asian plant [n] 

MAHZORIM AHIMMORZ MAHZOR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

MAIASAUR AAAIMRSU herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MAIDHOOD ADDHIMOO state of being maiden (young unmarried woman) [n -S] 

MAILBAGS AABGILMS MAILBAG, bag for carrying mail (postal material) [n] 

MAILGRAM AAGILMMR trademark [n -S] 

MAILINGS AGIILMNS MAILING, rented farm [n] 

MAILLOTS AILLMOST MAILLOT, woman's one-piece bathing suit [n] 

MAILROOM AILMMOOR room for processing mail [n -S] 

MAILSHOT AHILMOST something mailed to many people at one time [n -S] 

MAINLAND AADILMNN principal land mass [n -S] 

MAINMAST AAIMMNST principal mast of vessel [n -S] 

MAINSAIL AAIILMNS principal sail of vessel [n -S] 

MAINSTAY AAIMNSTY principal support [n -S] 

MAINTOPS AIMNOPST MAINTOP, platform at head of mainmast [n] 

MAIOLICA AACIILMO majolica (type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat)) [n -S] 

MAJAGUAS AAAGJMSU MAJAGUA, tropical tree [n] 

MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n] 

MAJOLICA AACIJLMO type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

MAJORITY AIJMORTY greater number or part [n -TIES] 

MAKEBATE AABEEKMT one that encourages quarrels [n -S] 

MAKEFAST AAEFKMST object to which boat is tied [n -S] 

MAKEOVER AEEKMORV changing of appearance [n -S] 

MAKIMONO AIKMMNOO Japanese ornamental scroll [n -S] 

MALACCAS AAACCLMS MALACCA, cane of Asian rattan palm [n] 

MALADIES AADEILMS MALADY, illness (sickness (state of being sick (affected with disease or ill health))) [n] 

MALAISES AAEILMSS MALAISE, feeling of vague discomfort [n] 

MALAMUTE AAELMMTU Alaskan sled dog [n -S] 

MALANGAS AAAGLMNS MALANGA, yautia (tropical plant) [n] 

MALAPERT AAELMPRT impudent person [n -S] 

MALAPROP AALMOPPR humorous misuse of word [n -S] 

MALARIAS AAAILMRS MALARIA, infectious disease [n] 

MALARKEY AAEKLMRY nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 
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MALAROMA AAALMMOR malodor (offensive odor) [n -S] 

MALEATES AAEELMST MALEATE, chemical salt [n] 

MALEMIUT AEILMMTU malamute (Alaskan sled dog) [n -S] 

MALEMUTE AEELMMTU malamute (Alaskan sled dog) [n -S] 

MALENESS AEELMNSS quality of being male [n -ES] 

MALIGNER AEGILMNR one that maligns (to speak evil of) [n -S] 

MALIHINI AHIIILMN newcomer to Hawaii [n -S] 

MALISONS AILMNOSS MALISON, curse [n] 

MALLARDS AADLLMRS MALLARD, wild duck [n] 

MALLEOLI AEILLLMO bony protuberances of ankle [n MALLEOLI] 

MALLINGS AGILLMNS MALLING, practice of shopping at malls (large buildings with many shops) [n] 

MALMSEYS AELMMSSY MALMSEY, white wine [n] 

MALODORS ADLMOORS MALODOR, offensive odor [n] 

MALONATE AAELMNOT salt or ester of malonic* acid [n -S] 

MALTASES AAELMSST MALTASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

MALTINGS AGILMNST MALTING, process of preparing grain for brewing [n] 

MALTIPOO AILMOOPT cross between Maltese and poodle [n -S]  

MALTOSES AELMOSST MALTOSE, type of sugar [n] 

MALTSTER AELMRSTT one that makes malt [n -S] 

MALVASIA AAAILMSV malmsey (white wine) [n -S] 

MALWARES AAELMRSW MALWARE, software designed to disable computers [n] 

MAMALIGA AAAGILMM cornmeal porridge [n -S] 

MAMASANS AAAMMNSS MAMASAN, Japanese woman in position of authority [n] 

MAMATEEK AAEEKMMT type of wigwam (Native American dwelling) [n -S] 

MAMELUKE AEEKLMMU slave in Muslim countries [n -S] 

MAMILLAE AAEILLMM MAMILLA, mammilla (nipple (protuberance on breast)) [n] 

MAMMATUS AAMMMSTU type of cloud [n -TI] 

MAMMILLA AAILLMMM nipple (protuberance on breast) [n -E] 

MAMMITIS AIIMMMST mastitis (inflammation of breast) [n -IDES] 

MAMMOTHS AHMMMOST MAMMOTH, extinct elephant [n] 

MANAGERS AAEGMNRS MANAGER, one that manages (to control or direct) [n] 

MANAKINS AAIKMNNS MANAKIN, tropical bird [n] 

MANATEES AAEEMNST MANATEE, aquatic mammal [n] 

MANCHETS ACEHMNST MANCHET, small loaf of fine white bread [n] 

MANCIPLE ACEILMNP officer authorized to purchase provisions [n -S] 

MANDALAS AAADLMNS MANDALA, Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n] 

MANDARIN AADIMNNR citrus fruit [n -S] 

MANDATOR AADMNORT one that mandates (to authorize or decree) [n -S] 

MANDIBLE ABDEILMN bone of lower jaw [n -S] 

MANDIOCA AACDIMNO manioc (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MANDOLAS AADLMNOS MANDOLA, ancient lute [n] 

MANDOLIN ADILMNNO stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

MANDORAS AADMNORS MANDORA, stringed musical instrument [n] 

MANDORLA AADLMNOR pointed oval figure [n -S] 

MANDRAKE AADEKMNR European herb [n -S] 

MANDRELS ADELMNRS MANDREL, shaft on which tool is mounted [n] 

MANDRILL ADILLMNR large baboon [n -S] 
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MANDRILS ADILMNRS MANDRIL, mandrel (shaft on which tool is mounted) [n] 

MANGABEY AABEGMNY long-tailed monkey [n -S] 

MANGANIN AAGIMNNN alloy of copper, manganese, and nickel [n -S] 

MANGLERS AEGLMNRS MANGLER, one that mangles (to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure) [n] 

MANGOLDS ADGLMNOS MANGOLD, mangel (variety of beet) [n] 

MANGONEL AEGLMNNO medieval military device for hurling stones [n -S] 

MANGROVE AEGMNORV tropical tree or shrub [n -S] 

MANHOLES AEHLMNOS MANHOLE, hole providing entrance to underground or enclosed structure [n] 

MANHOODS ADHMNOOS MANHOOD, state of being man (adult human male) [n] 

MANHUNTS AHMNNSTU MANHUNT, intensive search for person [n] 

MANIHOTS AHIMNOST MANIHOT, tropical plant [n] 

MANIKINS AIIKMNNS MANIKIN, anatomical model of human body [n] 

MANILLAS AAILLMNS MANILLA, manila (strong paper) [n] 

MANILLES AEILLMNS MANILLE, second highest trump in certain card games [n] 

MANIOCAS AACIMNOS MANIOCA, manioc (tropical plant) [n] 

MANIPLES AEILMNPS MANIPLE, silk band worn on left arm as vestment [n] 

MANITOUS AIMNOSTU MANITOU, Algonquian Indian deity [n] 

MANKINDS ADIKMNNS MANKIND, human race [n] 

MANNIKIN AIIKMNNN manikin (anatomical model of human body) [n -S] 

MANNITES AEIMNNST MANNITE, mannitol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n] 

MANNITOL AILMNNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

MANNOSES AEMNNOSS MANNOSE, type of sugar [n] 

MANPOWER AEMNOPRW number of men available for service [n -S] 

MANROPES AEMNOPRS MANROPE, rope used as handrail [n] 

MANSARDS AADMNRSS MANSARD, type of roof [n] 

MANSIONS AIMNNOSS MANSION, large, impressive house [n] 

MANTEAUS AAEMNSTU MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MANTEAUX AAEMNTUX MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MANTELET AEELMNTT mobile screen used to protect soldiers [n -S] 

MANTILLA AAILLMNT woman's scarf [n -S] 

MANTISES AEIMNSST MANTIS, predatory insect [n] 

MANTISSA AAIMNSST decimal part of logarithm [n -S] 

MANTLETS AELMNSTT MANTLET, mantelet (mobile screen used to protect soldiers) [n] 

MANTLING AGILMNNT ornamental cloth [n -S] 

MANTRAMS AAMMNRST MANTRAM, mantra (mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism) [n] 

MANTRAPS AAMNPRST MANTRAP, trap for catching men [n] 

MANUBRIA AABIMNRU handle-shaped anatomical parts [n MANUBRIA] 

MANUCODE ACDEMNOU bird of paradise [n -S] 

MANURERS AEMNRRSU MANURER, one that manures (to fertilize with manure (animal excrement)) [n] 

MAPMAKER AAEKMMPR one that makes maps [n -S] 

MAPPINGS AGIMNPPS MAPPING, mathematical correspondence [n] 

MAQUETTE AEEMQTTU small preliminary model [n -S] 

MAQUILAS AAILMQSU MAQUILA, foreign-owned assembly factory in Mexico [n] 

MARABOUS AABMORSU MARABOU, African stork [n] 

MARABOUT AABMORTU marabou (African stork) [n -S] 

MARANTAS AAAMNRST MARANTA, tropical plant [n] 

MARASCAS AAACMRSS MARASCA, wild cherry [n] 
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MARASMUS AAMMRSSU wasting away of body [n -ES] 

MARATHON AAHMNORT long-distance race [n -S] 

MARAUDER AADEMRRU one that marauds (to rove in search of booty) [n -S] 

MARAVEDI AADEIMRV former coin of Spain [n -S] 

MARBLERS ABELMRRS MARBLER, one that marbles (to give mottled appearance to) [n] 

MARBLING ABGILMNR intermixture of fat and lean in meat [n -S] 

MARCATOS AACMORST MARCATO, musical passage played with strong accentuation [n] 

MARCHERS ACEHMRRS MARCHER, one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n] 

MARCHESA AACEHMRS wife or widow of marchese [n -SE] 

MARCHESE ACEEHMRS MARCHESA, wife or widow of marchese [n] / Italian nobleman [n -SI] 

MARCHESI ACEHIMRS MARCHESE, MARCHESA, wife or widow of marchese [n] 

MARCONIS ACIMNORS MARCONI, two-way radio [n] 

MARGARIN AAGIMNRR butter substitute [n -S] 

MARGATES AAEGMRST MARGATE, tropical fish [n] 

MARGINAL AAGILMNR one considered to be at lower or outer limit [n -S] 

MARGRAVE AAEGMRRV military governor of medieval German border province [n -S] 

MARIACHI AACHIIMR Mexican musical band [n -S] 

MARIGOLD ADGILMOR flowering plant [n -S] 

MARIMBAS AABIMMRS MARIMBA, percussion instrument [n] 

MARINARA AAAIMNRR seasoned tomato sauce [n -S] 

MARINERS AEIMNRRS MARINER, sailor (member of ship's crew) [n] 

MARIPOSA AAIMOPRS flowering plant [n -S] 

MARISHES AEHIMRSS MARISH, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MARJORAM AAJMMORR fragrant herb [n -S] 

MARKDOWN ADKMNORW reduction in price [n -S] 

MARKETER AEEKMRRT one that markets (to offer for sale) [n -S] 

MARKHOOR AHKMOORR markhor (wild goat) [n -S] 

MARKHORS AHKMORRS MARKHOR, wild goat [n] 

MARKINGS AGIKMNRS MARKING, pattern of marks [n] 

MARKSMAN AAKMMNRS person skillful at hitting target [n -MEN] 

MARKSMEN AEKMMNRS MARKSMAN, person skillful at hitting target [n] 

MARLINES AEILMNRS MARLINE, rope used on ship [n] 

MARLINGS AGILMNRS MARLING, marline (rope used on ship) [n] 

MARLITES AEILMRST MARLITE, type of marl [n] 

MARMITES AEIMMRST MARMITE, large soup kettle [n] 

MARMOSET AEMMORST small monkey [n -S] 

MAROCAIN AACIMNOR light crinkled fabric [n -S] 

MARPLOTS ALMOPRST MARPLOT, one that ruins plan by meddling [n] 

MARQUEES AEEMQRSU MARQUEE, rooflike structure projecting over entrance [n] 

MARQUESS AEMQRSSU marquis (European nobleman) [n -ES] 

MARQUISE AEIMQRSU wife or widow of marquis [n -S] 

MARRANOS AAMNORRS MARRANO, Jew in Spain who professed Christianity to avoid persecution [n] 

MARRIAGE AAEGIMRR legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex [n -S] 

MARRIEDS ADEIMRRS MARRIED, one who has entered into marriage [n] 

MARRIERS AEIMRRRS MARRIER, one that marries (to enter into marriage) [n] 

MARSALAS AAALMRSS MARSALA, Sicilian wine [n] 

MARSUPIA AAIMPRSU abdominal pouches of certain mammals [n MARSUPIA] 
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MARTAGON AAGMNORT flowering plant [n -S] 

MARTELLO AELLMORT circular fort [n -S] 

MARTIANS AAIMNRST MARTIAN, supposed inhabitant of planet Mars [n] 

MARTINET AEIMNRTT one who demands rigid adherence to rules [n -S] 

MARTINIS AIIMNRST MARTINI, alcoholic beverage [n] 

MARTLETS AELMRSTT MARTLET, martin (small bird) [n] 

MARVELER AEELMRRV one who marvels [n -S] 

MARYJANE AAEJMNRY marijuana [n -S] 

MASHGIAH AAGHHIMS inspector of kosher establishments [n -ICHIM, -IHIM] 

MASKINGS AGIKMNSS MASKING, piece of scenery used to conceal parts of stage from audience [n] 

MASONITE AEIMNOST trademark [n -S] 

MASQUERS AEMQRSSU MASQUER, masker (one that wears mask) [n] 

MASSAGER AAEGMRSS one that massages (to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes) [n -S] 

MASSCULT ACLMSSTU culture as popularized by mass media [n -S] 

MASSETER AEEMRSST muscle that raises lower jaw [n -S] 

MASSEURS AEMRSSSU MASSEUR, man who massages [n] 

MASSEUSE AEEMSSSU woman who massages [n -S] 

MASSICOT ACIMOSST yellow pigment [n -S] 

MASTABAH AAABHMST mastaba (ancient Egyptian tomb) [n -S] 

MASTABAS AAABMSST MASTABA, ancient Egyptian tomb [n] 

MASTICHE ACEHIMST mastic (aromatic resin) [n -S] 

MASTIFFS AFFIMSST MASTIFF, large, short-haired dog [n] 

MASTITIS AIIMSSTT inflammation of breast [n -IDRES] 

MASTIXES AEIMSSTX MASTIX, mastic (aromatic resin) [n] 

MASTODON ADMNOOST extinct elephant-like mammal [n -S] 

MASTOIDS ADIMOSST MASTOID, rear portion of temporal bone [n] 

MASURIUM AIMMRSUU metallic element [n -S] 

MATADORS AADMORST MATADOR, bullfighter who kills bull in bullfight [n] 

MATCHBOX ABCHMOTX small box [n -ES] 

MATCHERS ACEHMRST MATCHER, one that matches (to set in competition or opposition) [n] 

MATCHUPS ACHMPSTU MATCHUP, setting of two players against each other [n] 

MATELOTE AEELMOTT fish stew [n -S] 

MATELOTS AELMOSTT MATELOT, sailor (member of ship's crew) [n] 

MATERIAL AAEILMRT substance of which anything is or may be composed [n -S] 

MATERIEL AEEILMRT aggregate of equipment and supplies used by organization [n -S] 

MATESHIP AEHIMPST state of being mate [n -S] 

MATILDAS AADILMST MATILDA, hobo's bundle [n] 

MATINEES AEEIMNST MATINEE, daytime performance [n] 

MATINESS AEIMNSST friendliness (quality of being friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [n -ES] 

MATRICES ACEIMRST MATRIX, something within which something else originates or develops [n] 

MATRIXES AEIMRSTX MATRIX, something within which something else originates or develops [n] 

MATTINGS AGIMNSTT MATTING, woven fabric used as floor covering [n] 

MATTOCKS ACKMOSTT MATTOCK, digging tool [n] 

MATTOIDS ADIMOSTT MATTOID, mentally unbalanced person [n] 

MATTRASS AAMRSSTT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -ES] 

MATTRESS AEMRSSTT large pad filled with resilient material used on or as bed [n -ES] 

MATURERS AEMRRSTU MATURER, one that brings something to maturity [n] 
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MATURITY AIMRTTUY state of being mature (fully developed) [n -TIES] 

MATZOONS AMNOOSTZ MATZOON, food made from milk [n] 

MAULINGS AGILMNSU MAULING, act of injuring by beating [n] 

MAUMETRY AEMMRTUY idolatry (worship of idols) [n -RIES] 

MAUNDIES ADEIMNSU MAUNDY, religious ceremony of washing feet of poor [n] 

MAUSOLEA AAELMOSU large, stately tombs [n MAUSOLEA] 

MAVERICK ACEIKMRV unbranded range animal [n -S] 

MAXIBOAT AABIMOTX large racing yacht [n -S] 

MAXICOAT AACIMOTX long coat [n -S] 

MAXILLAE AAEILLMX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MAXILLAS AAILLMSX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MAXIMALS AAILMMSX MAXIMAL, element of mathematical set that is followed by no other [n] 

MAXIMAND AADIMMNX something that is to be maximized [n -S] 

MAXIMINS AIIMMNSX MAXIMIN, maximum of set of minima [n] 

MAXIMITE AEIIMMTX powerful explosive [n -S] 

MAXIMUMS AIMMMSUX MAXIMUM, greatest possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

MAXWELLS AELLMSWX MAXWELL, unit of magnetic flux [n] 

MAYAPPLE AAELMPPY perennial herb [n -S] 

MAYBIRDS ABDIMRSY MAYBIRD, bobolink (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n] 

MAYFLIES AEFILMSY MAYFLY, winged insect [n] 

MAYORESS AEMORSSY female mayor [n -ES] 

MAYPOLES AELMOPSY MAYPOLE, decorated pole used in spring celebration [n] 

MAYWEEDS ADEEMSWY MAYWEED, malodorous weed [n] 

MAZAEDIA AAADEIMZ spore-producing organs of certain lichens [n MAZAEDIA] 

MAZINESS AEIMNSSZ quality of being mazy (full of confusing turns and passages) [n -ES] 

MAZOURKA AAKMORUZ mazurka (Polish dance) [n -S] 

MAZURKAS AAKMRSUZ MAZURKA, Polish dance [n] 

MAZZARDS AADMRSZZ MAZZARD, wild cherry [n] 

MBAQANGA AAABGMNQ South African dance music [n -S] 

MEALTIME AEEILMMT usual time for meal [n -S] 

MEALWORM AELMMORW destructive larva of certain beetles [n -S] 

MEALYBUG ABEGLMUY destructive insect [n -S] 

MEANINGS AEGIMNNS MEANING, something that one intends to convey by language [n] 

MEANNESS AEEMNNSS state of being mean (inferior in grade, quality, or character) [n -ES] 

MEANTIME AEEIMMNT intervening time [n -S] 

MEASURER AEEMRRSU one that measures (to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of) [n -S] 

MEATBALL AABELLMT small ball of chopped meat [n -S] 

MEATHEAD AADEEHMT dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

MEATHOOK AEHKMOOT hook on which to hang meat [n -S] 

MEATLOAF AAEFLMOT baked loaf of ground meat [n -AVES] 

MEATUSES AEEMSSTU MEATUS, natural body passage [n] 

MECHANIC ACCEHIMN person who works with machines [n -S]  

MECHITZA ACEHIMTZ partition separating men and women in synagogue [n -S, -ZOT] 

MECHOUIS CEHIMOSU MECHOUI, meal of meat roasted on spit [n] 

MECONIUM CEIMMNOU first fecal excretion of newborn child [n -S] 

MEDALIST ADEILMST person to whom medal has been awarded [n -S] 

MEDDLERS DDEELMRS MEDDLER, one that meddles (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [n] 
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MEDFLIES DEEFILMS MEDFLY, Mediterranean fruit fly [n] 

MEDIANTS ADEIMNST MEDIANT, type of musical tone [n] 

MEDIATOR ADEIMORT one that mediates (to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement) [n -S] 

MEDICAID ACDDEIIM type of governmental health program [n -S] 

MEDICALS ACDEILMS MEDICAL, physical examination [n] 

MEDICANT ACDEIMNT healing substance [n -S] 

MEDICARE ACDEEIMR type of governmental health program [n -S] 

MEDICIDE CDDEEIIM medically assisted suicide [n -S] 

MEDIEVAL ADEEILMV person belonging to Middle Ages [n -S] 

MEDIGAPS ADEGIMPS MEDIGAP, supplemental health insurance [n] 

MEDRESES DEEEMRSS MEDRESE, madrassa (Muslim school) [n] 

MEDULLAE ADEELLMU MEDULLA, central tissue in stems of certain plants [n] 

MEDULLAS ADELLMSU MEDULLA, central tissue in stems of certain plants [n] 

MEDUSANS ADEMNSSU MEDUSAN, medusa (jellyfish) [n] 

MEDUSOID DDEIMOSU medusa (jellyfish) [n -S] 

MEEKNESS EEEKMNSS quality of being meek (lacking in spirit and courage) [n -ES] 

MEERKATS AEEKMRST MEERKAT, African mongoose [n] 

MEETINGS EEGIMNST MEETING, assembly for common purpose [n] 

MEETNESS EEEMNSST suitability (quality of being suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

MEGABARS AABEGMRS MEGABAR, unit of pressure [n] 

MEGABITS ABEGIMST MEGABIT, unit of computer information [n] 

MEGABUCK ABCEGKMU one million dollars [n -S] 

MEGABYTE ABEEGMTY 1,048,576 bytes [n -S] 

MEGACITY ACEGIMTY very large city [n -TIES] 

MEGADEAL AADEEGLM business deal involving lot of money [n -S] 

MEGADOSE ADEEGMOS abnormally large dose [n -S] 

MEGADYNE ADEEGMNY unit of force [n -S] 

MEGAFLOP AEFGLMOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

MEGAHITS AEGHIMST MEGAHIT, something extremely successful [n] 

MEGALITH AEGHILMT huge stone used in prehistoric monuments [n -S] 

MEGALOPS AEGLMOPS larval stage of most crabs [n -ES] 

MEGAMALL AAEGLLMM very large shopping mall [n -S] 

MEGAPLEX AEEGLMPX large building having many movie theaters [n -ES] 

MEGAPODE ADEEGMOP large-footed bird [n -S] 

MEGAPODS ADEGMOPS MEGAPOD, megapode (large-footed bird) [n] 

MEGASSES AEEGMSSS MEGASS, bagasse (crushed sugarcane) [n] / MEGASSE [n] 

MEGASTAR AAEGMRST extremely successful performer [n -S] 

MEGATONS AEGMNOST MEGATON, unit of explosive force [n] 

MEGAVOLT AEGLMOTV unit of electromotive force [n -S] 

MEGAWATT AAEGMTTW unit of power [n -S] 

MEGILLAH AEGHILLM long, involved story [n -S] 

MEGILLAS AEGILLMS MEGILLA, megillah (long, involved story) [n] 

MEGILPHS EGHILMPS MEGILPH, megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n] 

MEISTERS EEIMRSST MEISTER, one who is knowledgeable about something specified [n] 

MELAENAS AAEELMNS MELAENA, melena (condition marked by black tarry stool) [n] 

MELAMDIM ADEILMMM MELAMED, teacher in Jewish school [n] 

MELAMINE AEEILMMN chemical compound [n -S] 
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MELANGES AEEGLMNS MELANGE, mixture (something produced by mixing) [n] 

MELANICS ACEILMNS MELANIC, one who is affected with melanism [n] 

MELANINS AEILMNNS MELANIN, dark pigment [n] 

MELANISM AEILMMNS abnormally dark pigmentation of skin [n -S] 

MELANIST AEILMNST melanic (one who is affected with melanism) [n -S] 

MELANITE AEEILMNT black variety of garnet [n -S] 

MELANOID ADEILMNO dark pigment [n -S] 

MELANOMA AAELMMNO darkly pigmented tumor [n -S, -TA] 

MELILITE EEIILLMT mineral group [n -S] 

MELILOTS EILLMOST MELILOT, flowering plant [n] 

MELINITE EEIILMNT powerful explosive [n -S] 

MELISMAS AEILMMSS MELISMA, melodic embellishment [n] 

MELODEON DEELMNOO small accordion [n -S] 

MELODIAS ADEILMOS MELODIA, type of organ stop [n] 

MELODICA ACDEILMO harmonica with small keyboard at one end [n -S] 

MELODIES DEEILMOS MELODY, agreeable succession of musical sounds [n] 

MELODION DEILMNOO melodeon (small accordion) [n -S] 

MELODIST DEILMOST composer of melodies [n -S] 

MELTAGES AEEGLMST MELTAGE, process of melting [n] 

MELTDOWN DELMNOTW melting of core of nuclear reactor [n -S] 

MEMBRANE ABEEMMNR thin, pliable layer of tissue [n -S] 

MEMENTOS EEMMNOST MEMENTO, something that serves as reminder of past [n] 

MEMETICS CEEIMMST study of memes and their effects [n MEMETICS] 

MEMORIAL AEILMMOR something that serves as remembrance of person or event [n -S] 

MEMORIES EEIMMORS MEMORY, mental faculty of retaining and recalling past experience [n] 

MEMSAHIB ABEHIMMS European woman living in colonial India [n -S] 

MENACERS ACEEMNRS MENACER, one that menaces (to threaten (to be source of danger to)) [n] 

MENARCHE ACEEHMNR first occurrence of menstruation [n -HIES] 

MENAZONS AEMNNOSZ MENAZON, insecticide [n] 

MENDIGOS DEGIMNOS MENDIGO, freshwater fish [n] 

MENDINGS DEGIMNNS MENDING, accumulation of articles to be mended [n] 

MENFOLKS EFKLMNOS menfolk (men of family or community) [n -S] 

MENHADEN ADEEHMNN marine fish [n -S] 

MENINGES EEGIMNNS MENINX, any of membranes enclosing brain and spinal cord [n] 

MENISCUS CEIMNSSU crescent-shaped body [n -CI, -ES] 

MENOLOGY EGLMNOOY ecclesiastical calendar [n -GIES] 

MENORAHS AEHMNORS MENORAH, candleholder used in Jewish worship [n] 

MENSCHEN CEEHMNNS MENSCH, admirable person [n] 

MENSCHES CEEHMNSS MENSCH, admirable person [n] 

MENSTRUA AEMNRSTU solvents (substance capable of dissolving others) [n MENSTRUA] 

MENSWEAR AEEMNRSW clothing for men [n MENSWEAR] 

MENTHENE EEEHMNNT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

MENTHOLS EHLMNOST MENTHOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

MEPHITIS EHIIMPST offensive odor [n -ES] 

MERCADOS ACDEMORS MERCADO, market [n] 

MERENGUE EEEGMNRU ballroom dance [n -S] 

MERGENCE CEEEGMNR act of merging (to combine (to blend)) [n -S] 
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MERGINGS EGGIMNRS MERGING, act of combining (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n] 

MERIDIAN ADEIIMNR circle around earth passing through both poles [n -S] 

MERINGUE EEGIMNRU topping for pastries [n -S] 

MERISTEM EEIMMRST formative plant tissue [n -S] 

MERMAIDS ADEIMMRS MERMAID, legendary marine creature [n] 

MERONYMS EMMNORSY MERONYM, term for part of something that is used to denote whole of it [n] 

MERONYMY EMMNORYY semantic relationship between part and whole [n -MIES] 

MEROPIAS AEIMOPRS MEROPIA, partial blindness [n] 

MESCALIN ACEILMNS mescaline (hallucinogenic compound) [n -S] 

MESCLUNS CELMNSSU MESCLUN, mixture of young tender green herbs [n] 

MESDAMES ADEEMMSS MADAME, madam (woman who manages brothel) [n] 

MESHINGS EGHIMNSS MESHING, act of fitting together [n] 

MESHWORK EHKMORSW network [n -S] 

MESNALTY AELMNSTY type of feudal estate [n -TIES] 

MESOCARP ACEMOPRS middle layer of pericarp [n -S] 

MESODERM DEEMMORS middle germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

MESOGLEA AEEGLMOS gelatinous material in sponges [n -S] 

MESOMERE EEEMMORS embryonic segment [n -S] 

MESOPHYL EHLMOPSY soft tissue of leaf [n -S] 

MESOSAUR AEMORSSU extinct aquatic reptile [n -S] 

MESOSOME EEMMOOSS specialized cellular part [n -S] 

MESOTRON EMNOORST meson (subatomic particle) [n -S] 

MESOZOAN AEMNOOSZ any of phylum of wormlike organisms [n -S] 

MESQUITE EEIMQSTU spiny tree or shrub [n -S] 

MESQUITS EIMQSSTU MESQUIT, mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n] 

MESSIAHS AEHIMSSS MESSIAH, expected liberator [n] 

MESSMATE AEEMMSST person with whom one eats regularly [n -S] 

MESSUAGE AEEGMSSU dwelling house with its adjacent buildings and land [n -S] 

MESTESOS EEMOSSST MESTESO, mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n] 

MESTINOS EIMNOSST MESTINO, mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n] 

MESTIZAS AEIMSSTZ MESTIZA, female mestizo [n] 

MESTIZOS EIMOSSTZ MESTIZO, person of mixed ancestry [n] 

METADATA AAADEMTT data that describe other data [n METADATA, -S] 

METALIST AEILMSTT one who works with metals [n -S] 

METALLIC ACEILLMT fabric or yarn made of or coated with metal [n -S] 

METAMERE AEEEMMRT somite (longitudinal segment of body of some animals) [n -S] 

METAMERS AEEMMRST METAMER, type of chemical compound [n] 

METANOIA AAEIMNOT spiritual conversion [n -S] 

METAPHOR AEHMOPRT type of figure of speech [n -S] 

METATAGS AAEGMSTT METATAG, HTML tag having information about webpage [n] 

METAZOAN AAEMNOTZ any of major division of multicellular animals [n -S] 

METAZOON AEMNOOTZ metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals) [n -ZOA] 

METERAGE AEEEGMRT process of metering [n -S] 

METHADON ADEHMNOT narcotic drug [n -S] 

METHANAL AAEHLMNT formaldehyde [n -S] 

METHANES AEEHMNST METHANE, flammable gas [n] 

METHANOL AEHLMNOT toxic alcohol [n -S] 
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METHYLAL AEHLLMTY flammable liquid [n -S] 

METICAIS ACEIIMST METICAL, monetary unit of Mozambique [n] 

METICALS ACEILMST METICAL, monetary unit of Mozambique [n] 

METISSES EEIMSSST METISSE, female metis [n] 

METONYMS EMMNOSTY METONYM, word used in metonymy [n] 

METONYMY EMMNOTYY type of figure of speech [n -MIES] 

METOPONS EMNOOPST METOPON, narcotic drug [n] 

METRAZOL AELMORTZ powder used as stimulant [n -S] 

METRISTS EIMRSSTT METRIST, one who metrifies [n] 

METRITIS EIIMRSTT inflammation of uterus [n -ES] 

MEZEREON EEEMNORZ flowering shrub [n -S] 

MEZEREUM EEEMMRUZ mezereon (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

MEZQUITE EEIMQTUZ mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MEZQUITS EIMQSTUZ MEZQUIT, mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n] 

MEZUZAHS AEHMSUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

MEZUZOTH EHMOTUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

MIASMATA AAAIMMST MIASMA, noxious vapor [n] 

MICAWBER ABCEIMRW person who remains hopeful despite adversity [n -S] 

MICELLAE ACEEILLM MICELLA, micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n] 

MICELLES CEEILLMS MICELLE, coherent strand or structure in fiber [n] 

MICROBAR ABCIMORR unit of atmospheric pressure [n -S] 

MICROBES BCEIMORS MICROBE, minute life form [n] 

MICROBUS BCIMORSU small bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

MICROCAR ACCIMORR very small car [n -S] 

MICRODOT CDIMOORT copy of printed matter reduced to size of dot [n -S] 

MICROHMS CHIMMORS MICROHM, unit of electrical resistance [n] 

MICROLUX CILMORUX unit of illumination [n -UCES, -UXES] 

MICROMHO CHIMMOOR unit of electrical conductance [n -S] 

MICRURGY CGIMRRUY use of minute tools under high magnification [n -GIES] 

MIDBRAIN ABDIIMNR middle region of brain [n -S] 

MIDCULTS CDILMSTU MIDCULT, middle-class culture [n] 

MIDDLERS DDEILMRS MIDDLER, student in intermediate grade [n] 

MIDDLING DDGIILMN cut of pork [n -S] 

MIDFIELD DDEFIILM middle portion of playing field [n -S] 

MIDIRONS DIIMNORS MIDIRON, golf club [n] 

MIDLANDS ADDILMNS MIDLAND, middle part of country [n] 

MIDLIFER DEFIILMR middle-aged person [n -S] 

MIDLINES DEIILMNS MIDLINE, median line [n] 

MIDLISTS DIILMSST MIDLIST, section of publisher's list of current titles [n] 

MIDLIVES DEIILMSV MIDLIFE, middle age [n] 

MIDMONTH DHIMMNOT middle of month [n -S] 

MIDMOSTS DIMMOSST MIDMOST, part exactly in middle [n] 

MIDNIGHT DGHIIMNT middle of night [n -S] 

MIDNOONS DIMNNOOS MIDNOON, midday (middle of day) [n] 

MIDPOINT DIIMNOPT point at middle [n -S] 

MIDRANGE ADEGIMNR middle of range [n -S] 

MIDRIFFS DFFIIMRS MIDRIFF, middle part of body [n] 
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MIDSOLES DEILMOSS MIDSOLE, middle layer of sole of shoe [n] 

MIDSPACE ACDEIMPS middle of space [n -S] 

MIDSTORY DIMORSTY middle of story [n -RIES] 

MIDTERMS DEIMMRST MIDTERM, examination given in middle of academic semester [n] 

MIDTOWNS DIMNOSTW MIDTOWN, central part of city [n] 

MIDWATCH ACDHIMTW watch on ship between midnight and 4 A.M. [n -ES] 

MIDWATER ADEIMRTW middle portion vertically of body of water [n -S] 

MIDWEEKS DEEIKMSW MIDWEEK, middle of week [n] 

MIDYEARS ADEIMRSY MIDYEAR, middle of year [n] 

MIGRAINE AEGIIMNR severe headache [n -S] 

MIGRANTS AGIMNRST MIGRANT, one that migrates (to move from one region to another) [n] 

MIGRATOR AGIMORRT migrant (one that migrates (to move from one region to another)) [n -S] 

MIJNHEER EEHIJMNR mynheer (Dutch title of courtesy for man) [n -S] 

MILADIES ADEIILMS MILADY, English gentlewoman [n] 

MILDNESS DEILMNSS quality of being mild (not harsh or rough) [n -ES] 

MILEAGES AEEGILMS MILEAGE, total distance expressed in miles [n] 

MILEPOST EILMOPST post indicating distance in miles [n -S] 

MILESIMO EIILMMOS former monetary unit of Chile [n -S] 

MILFOILS FIILLMOS MILFOIL, perennial herb [n] 

MILIARIA AAIIILMR skin disease [n -S] 

MILITANT AIILMNTT person who is aggressively engaged in cause [n -S] 

MILITARY AIILMRTY armed forces [n -RIES] 

MILITIAS AIIILMST MILITIA, citizen army [n] 

MILKFISH FHIIKLMS marine food fish [n -ES] 

MILKMAID ADIIKLMM woman who milks cows [n -S] 

MILKSHED DEHIKLMS region supplying milk to particular community [n -S] 

MILKSOPS IKLMOPSS MILKSOP, effeminate man [n] 

MILKWEED DEEIKLMW plant that secretes milky juice [n -S] 

MILKWOOD DIKLMOOW tropical tree [n -S] 

MILKWORT IKLMORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

MILLAGES AEGILLMS MILLAGE, type of monetary rate [n] 

MILLCAKE ACEIKLLM residue from pressed linseed [n -S] 

MILLDAMS ADILLMMS MILLDAM, dam built to form millpond [n] 

MILLEPED DEEILLMP milliped (multi-legged arthropod) [n -S] 

MILLIAMP AIILLMMP one thousandth of ampere [n -S] 

MILLIARD ADIILLMR billion (number) [n -S] 

MILLIARE AEIILLMR unit of area [n -S] 

MILLIARY AIILLMRY ancient Roman milestone [n -RIES] 

MILLIBAR ABIILLMR unit of atmospheric pressure [n -S] 

MILLIEME EEIILLMM unit of value of Egypt and Sudan [n -S] 

MILLIERS EIILLMRS MILLIER, unit of weight [n] 

MILLIGAL AGIILLLM unit of acceleration [n -S] 

MILLILUX IILLLMUX unit of illumination [n -UCES, -ES] 

MILLIMES EIILLMMS MILLIME, coin of Tunisia [n] 

MILLIMHO HIILLMMO unit of electrical conductance [n -S] 

MILLINER EIILLMNR one who makes or sells women's hats [n -S] 

MILLINES EIILLMNS MILLINE, unit of advertising space [n] 
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MILLINGS GIILLMNS MILLING, corrugated edge on coin [n] 

MILLIOHM HIILLMMO unit of electrical resistance [n -S] 

MILLIONS IILLMNOS MILLION, number [n] 

MILLIPED DEIILLMP multi-legged arthropod [n -S] 

MILLIREM EIILLMMR quantity of ionizing radiation [n -S] 

MILLPOND DILLMNOP pond for supplying water to run mill wheel (type of waterwheel) [n -S] 

MILLRACE ACEILLMR current of water that drives mill wheel [n -S] 

MILLRUNS ILLMNRSU MILLRUN, millrace (current of water that drives mill wheel) [n] 

MILLWORK IKLLMORW woodwork produced by milling [n -S] 

MIMETITE EEIIMMTT ore of lead [n -S] 

MIMICKER CEIIKMMR one that mimics (to imitate closely) [n -S] 

MINACITY ACIIMNTY state of being threatening [n -TIES] 

MINARETS AEIMNRST MINARET, slender tower attached to mosque [n] 

MINDFUCK CDFIKMNU offensive word [n -S] 

MINDSETS DEIMNSST MINDSET, fixed mental attitude [n] 

MINERALS AEILMNRS MINERAL, naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties [n] 

MINGLERS EGILMNRS MINGLER, one that mingles (to mix together) [n] 

MINIBARS ABIIMNRS MINIBAR, small refrigerator stocked with beverages [n] 

MINIBIKE BEIIIKMN small motorcycle [n -S] 

MINICABS ABCIIMNS MINICAB, small taxicab [n] 

MINICAMP ACIIMMNP short training camp for football players [n -S] 

MINICAMS ACIIMMNS MINICAM, small portable television camera [n] 

MINICARS ACIIMNRS MINICAR, small automobile [n] 

MINIDISC CDIIIMNS miniature compact disc [n -S] 

MINIGOLF FGIILMNO game similar to golf played on small obstacle course [n -S] 

MINIKINS IIIKMNNS MINIKIN, small or dainty creature [n] 

MINILABS ABIILMNS MINILAB, retail outlet offering rapid on-site film development [n] 

MINIMALS AIILMMNS MINIMAL, element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n] 

MINIMILL IIILLMMN small-scale steel mill [n -S] 

MINIMUMS IIMMMNSU MINIMUM, least possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

MINIPARK AIIKMNPR small city park [n -S] 

MINIPILL IIILLMNP birth control pill containing no estrogen [n -S] 

MINISKIS IIIKMNSS MINISKI, short ski [n] 

MINISTRY IIMNRSTY act of ministering (to give aid or service) [n -RIES] 

MINIVANS AIIMNNSV MINIVAN, small van [n] 

MINIVERS EIIMNRSV MINIVER, white fur [n] 

MINNEOLA AEILMNNO reddish tangelo [n -S] 

MINORCAS ACIMNORS MINORCA, any of breed of large domestic fowls [n] 

MINORITY IIMNORTY smaller number or part [n -TIES] 

MINSTERS EIMNRSST MINSTER, large or important church [n] 

MINSTREL EILMNRST medieval musician [n -S] 

MINTAGES AEGIMNST MINTAGE, act of minting (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n] 

MINUENDS DEIMNNSU MINUEND, number from which another is to be subtracted [n] 

MINUTIAE AEIIMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [n] 

MINYANIM AIIMMNNY MINYAN, minimum number required to be present for conduct of Jewish service [n] 

MIOSISES EIIMOSSS MIOSIS, excessive contraction of pupil of eye [n] 

MIQUELET EEILMQTU former Spanish or French soldier [n -S] 
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MIRACLES ACEILMRS MIRACLE, event ascribed to supernatural or divine origin [n] 

MIRADORS ADIMORRS MIRADOR, architectural feature designed to afford extensive view [n] 

MIREPOIX EIIMOPRX sauteed mixture of diced vegetables [n MIREPOIX] 

MIRINESS EIIMNRSS state of being miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [n -ES] 

MIRLITON IILMNORT chayote (tropical vine) [n -S] 

MISAGENT AEGIMNST bad agent [n -S] 

MISANDRY ADIMNRSY hatred of men [n -RIES] 

MISCHIEF CEFHIIMS action that causes irritation, harm, or trouble [n -S] 

MISDEEDS DDEEIMSS MISDEED, evil act [n] 

MISDOERS DEIMORSS MISDOER, one that misdoes (to do wrongly) [n] 

MISDOING DGIIMNOS instance of doing wrong [n -S] 

MISEASES AEEIMSSS MISEASE, discomfort [n] 

MISENTRY EIMNRSTY erroneous entry [n -RIES] 

MISERERE EEEIMRRS part of church seat [n -S] 

MISERIES EEIIMRSS MISERY, state of great suffering [n] 

MISEVENT EEIMNSTV mishap (unfortunate accident) [n -S] 

MISFAITH AFHIIMST lack of faith; disbelief [n -S] 

MISHMASH AHHIMMSS confused mixture [n -ES] 

MISHMOSH HHIMMOSS mishmash (confused mixture) [n -ES] 

MISHUGAS AGHIMSSU crazy or foolish behavior [n -ES] 

MISLAYER AEILMRSY one that mislays (to lie in wrong position) [n -S] 

MISLIKER EIIKLMRS one that mislikes (to dislike (to regard with aversion)) [n -S] 

MISNOMER EIMMNORS name wrongly used [n -S] 

MISOGAMY AGIMMOSY hatred of marriage [n -MIES] 

MISOGYNY GIMNOSYY hatred of women [n -NIES] 

MISOLOGY GILMOOSY hatred of debate or reasoning [n -GIES] 

MISSENSE EEIMNSSS form of genetic mutation [n -S] 

MISSILES EIILMSSS MISSILE, object or weapon that is thrown or projected [n] 

MISSILRY IILMRSSY science of designing and operating guided missiles [n -RIES] 

MISSISES EIIMSSSS MISSIS, wife (woman married to man) [n] 

MISSIVES EIIMSSSV MISSIVE, written communication [n] 

MISSOUTS IMOSSSTU MISSOUT, losing throw of dice [n] 

MISSUSES EIMSSSSU MISSUS, missis (wife (woman married to man)) [n] 

MISTAKER AEIKMRST one that mistakes (to interpret wrongly) [n -S] 

MISTBOWS BIMOSSTW MISTBOW, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n] 

MISTRALS AILMRSST MISTRAL, cold, dry wind [n] 

MISTRESS EIMRSSST woman in position of authority [n -ES] 

MISTRIAL AIILMRST trial made invalid because of some error in procedure [n -S] 

MISTRUTH HIMRSTTU lie [n -S] 

MISUNION IIMNNOSU bad union [n -S] 

MISUSAGE AEGIMSSU incorrect use [n -S] 

MISUSERS EIMRSSSU MISUSER, one that misuses (to use (to put into service) incorrectly) [n] 

MITERERS EEIMRRST MITERER, one that miters (to raise to rank of bishop) [n] 

MITICIDE CDEIIIMT substance used to kill mites [n -S] 

MITIGANT AGIIMNTT something that mitigates (to make less severe) [n -S] 

MITOGENS EGIMNOST MITOGEN, substance that induces mitosis [n] 

MITSVAHS AHIMSSTV MITSVAH, mitzvah (commandment of Jewish law) [n] 
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MITSVOTH HIMOSTTV MITSVAH, mitzvah (commandment of Jewish law) [n] 

MITTIMUS IIMMSTTU warrant committing person to prison [n -ES] 

MITZVAHS AHIMSTVZ MITZVAH, commandment of Jewish law [n] 

MITZVOTH HIMOTTVZ MITZVAH, commandment of Jewish law [n] 

MIXDOWNS DIMNOSWX MIXDOWN, process of combining soundtracks to make recording [n] 

MIXOLOGY GILMOOXY art of making mixed drinks [n -GIES] 

MIXTAPES AEIMPSTX MIXTAPE, compilation of songs recorded from various sources [n] 

MIXTURES EIMRSTUX MIXTURE, something produced by mixing [n] 

MNEMONIC CEIMMNNO device to assist memory [n -S] 

MOBBISMS BBIMMOSS MOBBISM, mobbish conduct [n] 

MOBILITY BIILMOTY ability to move [n -TIES] 

MOBOCRAT ABCMOORT supporter of mob rule [n -S] 

MOBSTERS BEMORSST MOBSTER, gangster (member of criminal gang) [n] 

MOCCASIN ACCIMNOS type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

MOCHILAS ACHILMOS MOCHILA, leather covering for saddle [n] 

MOCKTAIL ACIKLMOT cocktail with no alcohol [n -S] 

MODALISM ADILMMOS doctrine that members of Trinity are not distinct persons but modes of divine revelation [n -S] 

MODALIST ADILMOST adherent of modalism (doctrine that members of Trinity are not distinct persons but modes of divine revelation) [n -S] 

MODALITY ADILMOTY state of being modal [n -TIES] 

MODELERS DEELMORS MODELER, one that models (to plan or form after pattern) [n] 

MODELING DEGILMNO treatment of volume in sculpture [n -S] 

MODELIST DEILMOST one who makes models [n -S] 

MODELLER DEELLMOR modeler (one that models (to plan or form after pattern)) [n -S] 

MODERATO ADEMOORT musical passage played at medium tempo [n -S] 

MODERNES DEEMNORS MODERNE, design style of 1920s and 1930s [n] 

MODICUMS CDIMMOSU MODICUM, small amount [n] 

MODIFIER DEFIIMOR one that modifies (to change in form or character) [n -S] 

MODIOLUS DILMOOSU bony shaft of inner ear [n -LI] 

MODISTES DEIMOSST MODISTE, dealer in stylish women's clothing [n] 

MODULARS ADLMORSU MODULAR, something built in self-contained units [n] 

MOFETTES EEFMOSTT MOFETTE, noxious emanation from fissure in earth [n] 

MOFFETTE EEFFMOTT mofette (noxious emanation from fissure in earth) [n -S] 

MOIDORES DEIMOORS MOIDORE, former gold coin of Portugal [n] 

MOIETIES EEIIMOST MOIETY, half (one of two equal parts) [n] 

MOISTURE EIMORSTU condensed or diffused liquid [n -S] 

MOJARRAS AAJMORRS MOJARRA, marine fish [n] 

MOLALITY AILLMOTY number of moles of solute per 1,000 grams of solvent [n -TIES] 

MOLARITY AILMORTY number of moles of solute per liter of solution [n -TIES] 

MOLASSES AELMOSSS thick syrup [n -ES] 

MOLDINGS DGILMNOS MOLDING, long, narrow strip used to decorate surface [n] 

MOLDWARP ADLMOPRW burrowing mammal [n -S] 

MOLECULE CEELLMOU smallest physical unit of element [n -S] 

MOLEHILL EHILLLMO small mound of earth [n -S] 

MOLESKIN EIKLMNOS cotton fabric [n -S] 

MOLESTER EELMORST one that molests (to disturb or annoy) [n -S] 

MOLLUSCA ACLLMOSU skin diseases [n MOLLUSCA] 

MOLLUSCS CLLMOSSU MOLLUSC, mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n] 
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MOLLUSKS KLLMOSSU MOLLUSK, any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates [n] 

MOMENTOS EMMNOOST MOMENTO, memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n] 

MOMENTUM EMMMNOTU force of movement [n -TA, -S] 

MONACIDS ACDIMNOS MONACID, monoacid (type of acid (type of chemical compound)) [n] 

MONADISM ADIMMNOS philosophical doctrine [n -S] 

MONAMINE AEIMMNNO amine containing only one amino group [n -S] 

MONANDRY ADMNNORY condition of having one husband at time [n -RIES] 

MONARCHS ACHMNORS MONARCH, absolute ruler [n] 

MONARCHY ACHMNORY rule by monarch [n -HIES] 

MONARDAS AADMNORS MONARDA, aromatic herb [n] 

MONASTIC ACIMNOST monk (man who is member of secluded religious order) [n -S] 

MONAXONS AMNNOOSX MONAXON, straight spicule in sponges [n] 

MONAZITE AEIMNOTZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

MONELLIN EILLMNNO protein extracted from West African red berry [n -S] 

MONERANS AEMNNORS MONERAN, cellular organism that does not have distinct nucleus [n] 

MONEYBAG ABEGMNOY bag for holding money [n -S] 

MONEYERS EEMNORSY MONEYER, one that coins money [n] 

MONEYMAN AEMMNNOY person who invests large sums of money [n -MEN] 

MONEYMEN EEMMNNOY MONEYMAN, person who invests large sums of money [n] 

MONGEESE EEEGMNOS MONGOOSE, carnivorous mammal [n] 

MONGOOSE EGMNOOOS carnivorous mammal [n -GEESE, -S] 

MONGRELS EGLMNORS MONGREL, animal or plant of mixed breed [n] 

MONICKER CEIKMNOR moniker (name) [n -S] 

MONIKERS EIKMNORS MONIKER, name [n] 

MONILIAE AEIILMNO MONILIA, type of parasitic fungus [n] 

MONITION IIMNNOOT warning (something that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger)) [n -S] 

MONITORY IMNOORTY letter of warning [n -RIES] 

MONKFISH FHIKMNOS marine fish [n -ES] 

MONKHOOD DHKMNOOO state of being monk (man who is member of secluded religious order) [n -S] 

MONOACID ACDIMNOO type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

MONOCARP ACMNOOPR plant that yields fruit only once before dying [n -S] 

MONOCLES CELMNOOS MONOCLE, eyeglass for one eye [n] 

MONOCOTS CMNOOOST MONOCOT, type of seed plant [n] 

MONOCRAT ACMNOORT autocrat (absolute ruler) [n -S] 

MONOCYTE CEMNOOTY type of white blood cell [n -S] 

MONODIES DEIMNOOS MONODY, elegy performed by one person [n] 

MONODIST DIMNOOST one who writes monodies (elegy performed by one person) [n -S] 

MONOFILS FILMNOOS MONOFIL, single filament of synthetic fiber [n] 

MONOFUEL EFLMNOOU type of rocket propellant [n -S] 

MONOGAMY AGMMNOOY marriage with one person at time [n -S] 

MONOGENY EGMNNOOY asexual reproduction [n -NIES] 

MONOGLOT GLMNOOOT person speaking or writing only one language [n -S] 

MONOGYNY GMNNOOYY condition of having one wife at time [n -NIES] 

MONOHULL HLLMNOOU vessel with single hull [n -S] 

MONOKINE EIKMNNOO substance secreted by white blood cells [n -S] 

MONOKINI IIKMNNOO lower half of bikini [n -S] 

MONOLITH HILMNOOT large block of stone [n -S] 
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MONOLOGY GLMNOOOY act of uttering monolog [n -GIES] 

MONOMERS EMMNOORS MONOMER, type of chemical compound [n] 

MONOMIAL AILMMNOO algebraic expression consisting of single term [n -S] 

MONOPODE DEMNOOOP creature having one foot [n -S] 

MONOPODS DMNOOOPS MONOPOD, one-legged support for camera [n] 

MONOPODY DMNOOOPY measure consisting of single metrical foot [n -DIES] 

MONOPOLE ELMNOOOP type of radio antenna [n -S] 

MONOPOLY LMNOOOPY exclusive control of commodity or service in particular market [n -LIES] 

MONORAIL AILMNOOR single rail serving as track for wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

MONOSKIS IKMNOOSS MONOSKI, single broad ski for both feet [n] 

MONOSOME EMMNOOOS unpaired chromosome [n -S] 

MONOSOMY MMNOOOSY condition of having one unpaired chromosome [n -MIES] 

MONOTINT IMNNOOTT painting done in different shades of one color [n -S] 

MONOTONE EMNNOOOT vocal utterance in one unvaried tone [n -S] 

MONOTONY MNNOOOTY tedious sameness [n -NIES] 

MONOTYPE EMNOOPTY only representative of its group [n -S] 

MONOXIDE DEIMNOOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

MONSIEUR EIMNORSU French title of courtesy for man [n MESSIEURS] 

MONSOONS MNNOOOSS MONSOON, seasonal wind [n] 

MONSTERA AEMNORST tropical American plant [n -S] 

MONSTERS EMNORSST MONSTER, strange or terrifying creature [n] 

MONTANES AEMNNOST MONTANE, lower vegetation belt of mountain [n] 

MONTEITH EHIMNOTT large punch bowl [n -S] 

MONTEROS EMNOORST MONTERO, type of cap [n] 

MONUMENT EMMNNOTU structure built as memorial [n -S] 

MONURONS MNNOORSU MONURON, herbicide [n] 

MOOCHERS CEHMOORS MOOCHER, one that mooches (to obtain without paying) [n] 

MOONBEAM ABEMMNOO ray of light from moon (earth's natural satellite) [n -S] 

MOONBOWS BMNOOOSW MOONBOW, rainbow formed by light from moon [n] 

MOONCALF ACFLMNOO foolish person [n -ALVES] 

MOONDOGS DGMNOOOS MOONDOG, bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n] 

MOONDUST DMNOOSTU dust on moon [n -S] 

MOONEYES EEMNOOSY MOONEYE, freshwater fish [n] 

MOONFISH FHIMNOOS marine fish [n -ES] 

MOONGATE AEGMNOOT circular gateway in wall [n -S] 

MOONLETS ELMNOOST MOONLET, small satellite [n] 

MOONPORT MNOOOPRT facility for launching spacecraft to moon [n -S] 

MOONRISE EIMNOORS rising of moon above horizon [n -S] 

MOONROOF FMNOOOOR glass panel in automobile roof [n -S] 

MOONSAIL AILMNOOS light, square sail [n -S] 

MOONSEED DEEMNOOS climbing plant [n -S] 

MOONSETS EMNOOSST MOONSET, setting of moon below horizon [n] 

MOONSHOT HMNOOOST launching of spacecraft to moon [n -S] 

MOONWORT MNOOORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

MOORAGES AEGMOORS MOORAGE, act of mooring (to secure vessel by means of cables) [n] 

MOORCOCK CCKMOOOR male moorfowl [n -S] 

MOORFOWL FLMOOORW game bird [n -S] 
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MOORHENS EHMNOORS MOORHEN, female moorfowl [n] 

MOORINGS GIMNOORS MOORING, place where vessel may be moored [n] 

MOORLAND ADLMNOOR tract of marshy land [n -S] 

MOORWORT MOOORRTW marsh plant [n -S] 

MOOTNESS EMNOOSST state of being without legal significance [n -ES] 

MOPBOARD ABDMOOPR board at base of wall [n -S] 

MOPERIES EEIMOPRS MOPERY, act of dawdling [n] 

MOPHEADS ADEHMOPS MOPHEAD, person with thick shaggy hair [n] 

MOPINESS EIMNOPSS state of being mopey (dejected) [n -ES] 

MOQUETTE EEMOQTTU woolen fabric [n -S] 

MORAINES AEIMNORS MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [n] 

MORALISM AILMMORS practice of moralizing [n -S] 

MORALIST AILMORST teacher of morality [n -S] 

MORALITY AILMORTY conformity to rules of right conduct [n -TIES] 

MORASSES AEMORSSS MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MORBILLI BIILLMOR virus disease [n MORBILLI] 

MORCEAUX ACEMORUX MORCEAU, short literary or musical composition [n] 

MORDANCY ACDMNORY sarcastic quality [n -CIES] 

MORDENTS DEMNORST MORDENT, melodic embellishment [n] 

MORELLES EELLMORS MORELLE, flowering plant [n] 

MORELLOS ELLMOORS MORELLO, variety of sour cherry [n] 

MORENESS EEMNORSS state of being more (consisting of or amounting to large number) [n -ES] 

MORESQUE EEMOQRSU ancient decorative style [n -S] 

MORNINGS GIMNNORS MORNING, early part of day [n] 

MOROCCOS CCMOOORS MOROCCO, soft leather [n] 

MORONISM IMMNOORS condition of being moron [n -S] 

MORONITY IMNOORTY moronism (condition of being moron) [n -TIES] 

MOROSITY IMOORSTY state of being morose (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [n -TIES] 

MORPHEME EEHMMOPR linguistic unit [n -S] 

MORPHIAS AHIMOPRS MORPHIA, morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

MORPHINE EHIMNOPR narcotic alkaloid [n -S] 

MORPHING GHIMNOPR transformation of one form into another [n -S] 

MORPHINS HIMNOPRS MORPHIN, morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

MORRIONS IMNOORRS MORRION, morion (type of helmet) [n] 

MORRISES EIMORRSS MORRIS, English folk dance [n] 

MORTICER CEIMORRT mortiser (one that mortises (to join or fasten securely)) [n -S] 

MORTISER EIMORRST one that mortises (to join or fasten securely) [n -S] 

MORTMAIN AIMMNORT perpetual ownership of land [n -S] 

MORTUARY AMORRTUY place where dead bodies are kept until burial [n -RIES] 

MOSASAUR AAMORSSU extinct lizard [n -S] 

MOSCATOS ACMOOSST MOSCATO, sweet dessert wine [n] 

MOSELLES EELLMOSS MOSELLE, medium-dry white wine [n] 

MOSHAVIM AHIMMOSV MOSHAV, cooperative settlement of small farms in Israel [n] 

MOSHINGS GHIMNOSS MOSHING, frenzied dancing at rock concert [n] 

MOSQUITO IMOOQSTU winged insect [n -ES, -S] 

MOSSBACK ABCKMOSS large, old fish [n -S] 

MOSTESTS EMOSSSTT MOSTEST, most (greatest amount) [n] 
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MOTILITY IILMOTTY ability to move [n -TIES] 

MOTIONER EIMNOORT one that motions (to signal by bodily movement) [n -S] 

MOTIVITY IIMOTTVY ability to move [n -TIES] 

MOTORBUS BMOORSTU bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

MOTORCAR ACMOORRT automobile [n -S] 

MOTORDOM DMMOOORT motor vehicle industry [n -S] 

MOTORING GIMNOORT recreation of traveling by automobile [n -S] 

MOTORIST IMOORSTT one who travels by automobile [n -S] 

MOTORMAN AMMNOORT one who operates electric streetcar or subway train [n -MEN] 

MOTORMEN EMMNOORT MOTORMAN, one who operates electric streetcar or subway train [n] 

MOTORWAY AMOORTWY type of highway (main road) [n -S] 

MOTTLERS ELMORSTT MOTTLER, one that mottles (to mark with spots or streaks of different colors) [n] 

MOTTLING GILMNOTT irregular arrangement of spots [n -S] 

MOUCHOIR CHIMOORU small handkerchief [n -S] 

MOUFFLON FFLMNOOU mouflon (wild sheep) [n -S] 

MOUFLONS FLMNOOSU MOUFLON, wild sheep [n] 

MOULAGES AEGLMOSU MOULAGE, making of cast or mold of mark for use in criminal investigation [n] 

MOULDING DGILMNOU molding (long, narrow strip used to decorate surface) [n -S] 

MOULTERS ELMORSTU MOULTER, molter (one that molts (to cast off outer covering)) [n] 

MOUNTAIN AIMNNOTU large, natural elevation of earth's surface [n -S] 

MOUNTERS EMNORSTU MOUNTER, one that mounts (to get up on) [n] 

MOUNTING GIMNNOTU something that provides backing or appropriate setting for something else [n -S] 

MOURNERS EMNORRSU MOURNER, one that mourns (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [n] 

MOURNING GIMNNORU outward sign of grief [n -S] 

MOUSAKAS AAKMOSSU MOUSAKA, moussaka (Middle Eastern dish of meat and eggplant) [n] 

MOUSEPAD ADEMOPSU flat pad on which computer mouse is used [n -S] 

MOUSINGS GIMNOSSU MOUSING, wrapping around shank end of hook [n] 

MOUSSAKA AAKMOSSU Middle Eastern dish of meat and eggplant [n -S] 

MOUSSEUX EMOSSUUX sparkling wine [n MOUSSEUX] 

MOUTHERS EHMORSTU MOUTHER, speaker (one that speaks (to utter words)) [n] 

MOUTHFUL FHLMOTUU as much as mouth can hold [n -S] 

MOVABLES ABELMOSV MOVABLE, something that can be moved [n] 

MOVEABLE ABEELMOV movable (something that can be moved) [n -S] 

MOVEMENT EEMMNOTV act of moving (to change from one position to another) [n -S] 

MOVIEDOM DEIMMOOV filmdom (motion-picture industry) [n -S] 

MOVIEOLA AEILMOOV device for viewing and editing film [n -S] 

MOVIOLAS AILMOOSV MOVIOLA, movieola (device for viewing and editing film) [n] 

MOZETTAS AEMOSTTZ MOZETTA, mozzetta (hooded cape worn by bishops) [n] 

MOZZETTA AEMOTTZZ hooded cape worn by bishops [n -S, -TTE] 

MOZZETTE EEMOTTZZ MOZZETTA, hooded cape worn by bishops [n] 

MRIDANGA AADGIMNR drum of India [n -S] 

MUCHACHA AACCHHMU young woman [n -S] 

MUCHACHO ACCHHMOU young man [n -S] 

MUCHNESS CEHMNSSU quality of being great (large (of considerable size or quantity)) [n -ES] 

MUCIDITY CDIIMTUY state of being mucid (musty (having stale odor)) [n -TIES] 

MUCILAGE ACEGILMU adhesive substance [n -S] 

MUCKLUCK CCKKLMUU mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n -S] 
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MUCKWORM CKMMORUW worm found in manure [n -S] 

MUCOSITY CIMOSTUY state of being mucous (secreting or containing mucus) [n -TIES] 

MUCRONES CEMNORSU MUCRO, sharp point at end of certain plant and animal organs [n] 

MUDBANKS ABDKMNSU MUDBANK, sloping area of mud alongside body of water [n] 

MUDDLERS DDELMRSU MUDDLER, one that muddles (to mix in disordered manner) [n] 

MUDFLAPS ADFLMPSU MUDFLAP, flap hung behind rear wheel of vehicle to prevent splashing [n] 

MUDFLATS ADFLMSTU MUDFLAT, level tract alternately covered and left bare by tide [n] 

MUDFLOWS DFLMOSUW MUDFLOW, moving mass of mud [n] 

MUDGUARD ADDGMRUU fender (metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle) [n -S] 

MUDHOLES DEHLMOSU MUDHOLE, hole or hollow place full of mud [n] 

MUDLARKS ADKLMRSU MUDLARK, street urchin [n] 

MUDPACKS ACDKMPSU MUDPACK, cosmetic paste for face [n] 

MUDPUPPY DMPPPUUY large salamander [n -PPIES] 

MUDROCKS CDKMORSU MUDROCK, pelite (rock composed of fine fragments) [n] 

MUDROOMS DMMOORSU MUDROOM, room for shedding muddy clothing or footwear [n] 

MUDSILLS DILLMSSU MUDSILL, lowest supporting timber of structure [n] 

MUDSLIDE DDEILMSU mudflow down slope [n -S] 

MUDSTONE DEMNOSTU type of rock [n -S] 

MUEDDINS DDEIMNSU MUEDDIN, muezzin (Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer) [n] 

MUENSTER EEMNRSTU mild cheese [n -S] 

MUEZZINS EIMNSUZZ MUEZZIN, Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer [n] 

MUFFLERS EFFLMRSU MUFFLER, device for deadening sound [n] 

MUGGINGS GGGIMNSU MUGGING, street assault or beating [n] 

MUGSHOTS GHMOSSTU MUGSHOT, photograph of person's face for official records [n] 

MUGWORTS GMORSTUW MUGWORT, flowering plant [n] 

MUGWUMPS GMMPSUUW MUGWUMP, political independent [n] 

MUKHTARS AHKMRSTU MUKHTAR, head of government of town in Arabic countries [n] 

MULBERRY BELMRRUY tree bearing edible, berrylike fruit [n -RRIES] 

MULETEER EEELMRTU one who drives mules (hoofed work animals) [n -S] 

MULLEINS EILLMNSU MULLEIN, Eurasian herb [n] 

MULLIGAN AGILLMNU stew of various meats and vegetables [n -S] 

MULLITES EILLMSTU MULLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

MULLOCKS CKLLMOSU MULLOCK, waste earth or rock from mine [n] 

MULLOWAY ALLMOUWY kabeljou (large food fish) [n -S]  

MULTIPED DEILMPTU animal having many feet [n -S] 

MULTIPLE EILLMPTU product of quantity by integer [n -S] 

MULTURES ELMRSTUU MULTURE, fee paid to miller for grinding grain [n] 

MUMBLERS BELMMRSU MUMBLER, one that mumbles (to speak unclearly) [n] 

MUMBLING BGILMMNU act of speaking unclearly [n -S] 

MUMMINGS GIMMMNSU MUMMING, performance of folk play by mummers [n] 

MUNCHERS CEHMNRSU MUNCHER, one that munches (to chew with crackling sound) [n] 

MUNCHIES CEHIMNSU MUNCHIE, small amount of food eaten between meals [n] 

MUNCHKIN CHIKMNNU small friendly person [n -S] 

MUNDUNGO DGMNNOUU foul-smelling tobacco [n -S] 

MUNGOOSE EGMNOOSU mongoose (carnivorous mammal) [n -S] 

MUNIMENT EIMMNNTU means of defense [n -S] 

MUNNIONS IMNNNOSU MUNNION, muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n] 
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MUNSTERS EMNRSSTU MUNSTER, muenster (mild cheese) [n] 

MUNTINGS GIMNNSTU MUNTING, muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n] 

MUNTJACS ACJMNSTU MUNTJAC, small Asian deer [n] 

MUNTJAKS AJKMNSTU MUNTJAK, muntjac (small Asian deer) [n] 

MUONIUMS IMMNOSUU MUONIUM, electron and positive muon bound together [n] 

MURAENID ADEIMNRU moray (tropical eel) [n -S] 

MURALIST AILMRSTU painter of murals [n -S] 

MURDEREE DEEEMRRU one that is murdered [n -S] 

MURDERER DEEMRRRU one that murders (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice) [n -S] 

MURIATES AEIMRSTU MURIATE, chloride (chlorine compound) [n] 

MURMURER EMMRRRUU one that murmurs (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

MURPHIES EHIMPRSU MURPHY, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 

MURRAINS AIMNRRSU MURRAIN, disease of cattle [n] 

MURRELET EELMRRTU small diving bird [n -S] 

MUSCADEL ACDELMSU muscatel (wine made from muscat grapes) [n -S] 

MUSCADET ACDEMSTU dry white French wine [n -S] 

MUSCATEL ACELMSTU wine made from muscat grapes [n -S] 

MUSETTES EEMSSTTU MUSETTE, small bagpipe [n] 

MUSHINGS GHIMNSSU MUSHING, advancing across snow by dogsled [n] 

MUSHRATS AHMRSSTU MUSHRAT, muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n] 

MUSICALE ACEILMSU program of music performed at social gathering [n -S] 

MUSICALS ACILMSSU MUSICAL, play in which dialogue is interspersed with songs and dances [n] 

MUSICIAN ACIIMNSU one who performs or composes music [n -S] 

MUSKETRY EKMRSTUY technique of firing small arms [n -RIES] 

MUSKOXEN EKMNOSUX MUSKOX, large bovid of arctic regions [n] 

MUSKRATS AKMRSSTU MUSKRAT, aquatic rodent [n] 

MUSKROOT KMOORSTU perennial herb [n -S] 

MUSPIKES EIKMPSSU MUSPIKE, freshwater fish [n] 

MUSQUASH AHMQSSUU muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -ES] 

MUSTACHE ACEHMSTU growth of hair on upper lip [n -S] 

MUSTANGS AGMNSSTU MUSTANG, wild horse [n] 

MUSTARDS ADMRSSTU MUSTARD, pungent seasoning [n] 

MUSTELID DEILMSTU mammal of weasel family [n -S] 

MUTAGENS AEGMNSTU MUTAGEN, substance that causes biological mutation [n] 

MUTATION AIMNOTTU act of changing in form [n -S] 

MUTATORS AMORSTTU MUTATOR, one that causes change in form [n] 

MUTCHKIN CHIKMNTU Scottish unit of liquid measure [n -S] 

MUTENESS EEMNSSTU state of being mute (characterized by absence of speech) [n -ES] 

MUTTERER EEMRRTTU one that mutters (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

MUZZLERS ELMRSUZZ MUZZLER, one that muzzles (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [n] 

MYALGIAS AAGILMSY MYALGIA, muscular pain [n] 

MYCELIUM CEILMMUY vegetative portion of fungus [n -IA] 

MYCETOMA ACEMMOTY fungous infection [n -S, -TA] 

MYCOLOGY CGLMOOYY branch of botany dealing with fungi [n -GIES] 

MYELINES EEILMNSY MYELINE, myelin (fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers) [n] 

MYELITES EEILMSTY MYELITIS, inflammation of bone marrow [n] 

MYELITIS EIILMSTY inflammation of bone marrow [n -TES, -IDES, -ES] 
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MYELOMAS AELMMOSY MYELOMA, tumor of bone marrow [n] 

MYLODONS DLMNOOSY MYLODON, extinct giant sloth [n] 

MYLONITE EILMNOTY type of rock [n -S] 

MYNHEERS EEHMNRSY MYNHEER, Dutch title of courtesy for man [n] 

MYOBLAST ABLMOSTY cell capable of giving rise to muscle cells [n -S] 

MYOGRAPH AGHMOPRY instrument for recording muscular contractions [n -S] 

MYOMERES EEMMORSY MYOMERE, part of vertebrate embryo [n] 

MYOPATHY AHMOPTYY disorder of muscle tissue [n -HIES] 

MYOSCOPE CEMOOPSY instrument for observing muscular contractions [n -S] 

MYOSISES EIMOSSSY MYOSIS, miosis (excessive contraction of pupil of eye) [n] 

MYOSITIS IIMOSSTY muscular pain from infection [n -ES] 

MYOSOTES EMOOSSTY MYOSOTE, myosotis (flowering plant) [n] 

MYOSOTIS IMOOSSTY flowering plant [n -ES] 

MYOTOMES EMMOOSTY MYOTOME, portion of embryonic somite [n] 

MYOTONIA AIMNOOTY temporary muscular rigidity [n -S] 

MYRIAPOD ADIMOPRY multi-legged arthropod [n -S] 

MYRIOPOD DIMOOPRY myriapod (multi-legged arthropod) [n -S] 

MYRMIDON DIMMNORY loyal follower [n -ES, -S] 

MYSTAGOG AGGMOSTY teacher of religious mysteries [n -S] 

MYSTIQUE EIMQSTUY aura of mystery or mystical power surrounding particular person or thing [n -S] 

MYXAMEBA AABEMMXY slime mold that resembles amoeba [n -ES, -S] 

MYXEDEMA ADEEMMXY disease caused by decreased activity of thyroid gland [n -S] 

MYXOCYTE CEMOTXYY large cell found in mucous tissue [n -S] 

MYXOMATA AAMMOTXY MYXOMA, tumor composed of mucous tissue [n] 


